Abstract

Glaucoma harms the optic nerve cells that transmit graphic information to the brain. Though IOP is the most considerable reason to extend glaucoma, optic disc parameters are mainly used to find out early stage of glaucoma damage. Glaucoma is nick name as "silent thief of eyesight", as the nickname suggests there are no previous symptoms, but due to this, Glaucoma patient can blind without any previous intimation. For glaucoma diagnosis there are multiple methods are available like CDR, i.e. optic cup to disc ratio calculation, NRR i.e. Neuro Retinal Rim Ratio. Here we are using NRR to diagnose the glaucoma. For that we use our proposed algorithm on 300 colored retinal fundus images. These are MESSIDORE 100 images, and RIM-One 100 of Glaucomatous and 100 of Normal. Over all we got 68% result
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from MESSIDORE fundus image dataset. And 100% result from Rim-One normal images and 66% result from Rim-One Glaucomatous dataset.
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